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processing and supporting in settings, you can set up and manage message notifications for the Message app and filter unknown senders. Go to the settings for the notifications of the zgt; Messages.Choose options, including the following: Turn on or off notifications. Set the location and location of message notifications. Choose the sound of the alert for notifications about messages. Choose when previews of messages should
appear. Browse and respond to notifications on iPhone.Go to Settings, Sounds and Haptics (on supported models) or Sounds (other models). Click the text tone and then make one of the following: Click vibration and then choose the option. Click on the sound below the Tones.Tap Tone Store alert to download the alarm from the iTunes Store.See Changing iPhone sounds and vibrations. Open your contacts, then choose a contact.
Click Edit and then click Text Tone.Choose option below alert Tones.To allow alerts for messages sent by that contact, even if not bothered, turn on the emergency Bypass.In list of messages that swipe left for the conversation. Click Hide Alert. Thank you for your feedback. You can lose text notifications with incoming texts, alerting you to sound whenever you receive text. This article explains what to do when your iPhone or iPad
doesn't make any sounds when you get a new message. Devices: All iPhone models (e.g. iPhone 6, iPhone 5, iPhone 6s), all iPad models (e.g. iPad Air, iPad 2). If you don't get notification sounds, then this article is for you. See also: Apple Watch doesn't get notifications from iPhone, Fix How to fix problems with audio notification If iPad or iPhone notification sounds don't work, that is, if your iPhone (or iPad) doesn't let you know
when you're getting incoming text messages (like iMessage), here's how to fix it: Before you do anything, make sure you're using the latest version of iOS or iPadOS. On the device, go to the software update of the set-up. And if there is an update available, then follow the instructions on the screen. 1- Make sure you don't have to bother included. You can check it out without bothering. Set this on Off. Turn off don't disturb 2- Make sure
not to bother not included for any specific contacts. To check this out, launch the Messages app where you can see your Is there any message there is a moon sign? If there is, it means that you have included Do Not Disturb for this contact: Messages do not bother to disable this, tab Details and turn off Do not disturb 3- Click Settings qgt; Messages, make sure that Allow notifications is On. See also: Notifications disappear from the
lock screen? Fix 4 - Your device has a dumb switch (ring or silence). On your iPhone, this switch is located on the left side of your device, on your iPad, it is located on the right side of your iPad: iPhone Ring Silent Switch Make sure the mute button is not turned on by tapping the Ring/Silent Switch on the Ring position. 5 - Try to set an alert to another sound. On iPhone or iPad, go to Settings and Select app (such as Messages) and
click Sounds and select another. 6- Reboot the device. Here's how you can restart your iPhone or iPad. iPhone X, 11 or later: Tap and hold the volume up (or down) and side or top buttons together until you see the slider off. And drag the slider and wait for your device to turn off. Tap and hold the side or top button until you see the Apple logo. Other iPhone or iPad models: Tap and hold the side or top button until the slider appears.
Then drag the slider and wait for the device to shut down. Press and hold the side or top button until the Apple logo appears. 7- Reboot the Messages app. You can force the Messages app to close. Just click Home twice, find the Messages app and swipe up to close it. Then restart again. If you don't see contact names, see this article. See also: WhatsApp Push Notifications doesn't work on your iPhone your iPhone suddenly doesn't
ring or makes any sound when you get incoming messages? Have you recently missed an important text because your phone didn't notify you? Want to know why you didn't get a warning when someone recently wrote you off? No text or message notifications coming even from your loved ones or emergencies? If so, you are not alone! Some of our readers report that their iPhone and iPad suddenly stop warning them when new texts
or messages arrive. Naturally, this problem causes a lot of trouble for people, especially when missing these critical messages from family, friends and jobs. It's really frustrating when you never hear your lyrics! Here's how it should work: you get any new message, your iPhone or iPad alerts you with sound, on-screen alerts, and vibrations. This process should work for all new incoming messages, whether it's iMessage or SMS text.
But if you find that it doesn't work as it should, and your iPhone isn't alerting you to new texts, we have some tips to fix it quickly! No time? Check our video on message notifications and alerts Fast tips Try these steps to fix missing text message notifications or sounds to check if you're included not Make sure not to bother off View if the message stream has Hide Alerts included Change Notification Banners for a persistent look, if
you're filtering unknown senders Check if your notifications are stacked together Make sure the delivery is not silently enabled for the app Select text tone Or change the chosen tone of text Look through your contacts Make sure you don't install their text or ringtone if so, upgrade it to the sound you like to check that your dumb switch isn't on if you're paired with the Apple Watch, notifications often bypass your phone and go directly to
your watch Look at Date and Time and choose to set to automatically turn off Bluetooth or check BT connections to reset the network update to the latest version of iOS or iPadOS. New versions of iOS/iPadOS corrected an error that prevented missed calls from appearing in the Notification Center. Unfortunately, when users upgrade to iOS 13, they encounter the unexpected error of repeating the alerts don't work at all, no matter what
you set them to repeat! Since the update, even when users set their re-alerts once or up to 10 times, iOS only sends one notification and never repeats at all. This is a problem that Apple has fixed with iPadOS and iOS 13.2 updates. And if you have an Apple Watch, upgrade to 6.1 as well as 13.2 on your paired iPhone. It seems to do its thing! If you can't update at this time, the only solution is to change the notification banner settings
from temporary to permanent. Not seeing notifications of messages on the lock screen or in the iPadOS or iOS 12 notification center? If you're upgraded to iOS 12 or more, there's a notification group feature that brings notifications together. So if you don't see the notification, it's possible that it's hidden in a stack. iOS and iPadOS (for 12) introduces this notification grouping to reduce the clutter and chaos of individual notifications
filling your lock screen or notification center. Fortunately, it's easy to open notification stacks! Open the notification center or go to your Lock Screen Look for any notification groups - they look like a stack of papers and tell you in the bottom left corner, how many more messages or notifications are in the Click stack group to expand it, then click on individual notifications to see the details Click on the big X icon to clear the stack or click
the Show Less button to re-fold the notifications together Check if your notifications are set to be delivered quietly with iOS 12 and iPadOS, when you swipe left on the notification or notification stack, you can choose a new feature called Control. With the Office, there is the ability to deliver quietly that turns off all these specific application notifications. Notifications from this app still appear in the notification center, but they don't show
up on the lock screen or as icons, banners, and no chime when a new notification comes. Delivery Silent App Feature Universal! Remember that when you drown out the app notification through Deliver Silent, it quiets down all notifications from that particular Turn Off Delivery Silent Go to Settings of the Select App You Want to Deliver Silent Off Just Below The Name App, Look to Deliver Silently Silently and tick Lock Screen and/or
banners to turn them back on the switch on icons if it's off Select sound from sounds, if you want to hear the notification Select any other notification options you want (show previews, group notifications, and repeat alerts) How to fix not getting sound with incoming text messages Check your iPhone Text Message Sound Effect, Select Text Tone Yup, sometimes it's easy. So let's make sure you choose the tone for incoming text
messages! Go to the settings of the Sounds and zgt; and scroll down to the Sounds and Vibration patterns section. In this section, look for textual tone. If it says no or vibrate only, click it and change the warning to what you like. Use your default text tone! A few of our readers have found a quick solution, just change your default text sound and a simple Ding or Note. Readers noticed problems with texts that didn't consistently sound
alerts when using longer alerts. So stick to the default! To update, go to The Sounds and Haptics Settings for the tone of the text and the default changes listed in the paratheza, such as Note (default.) Alerts not sounding for just a few contacts? Look at the custom settings for each contact Pull up one of the contacts, that don't alert you (open either phone or contact app) Click Edit in the top right corner Scroll down to the text tone and
look at the chosen sound If no one is listed, click and select a new alert signal from the list and click Ready Look at the date and time It's always good to check that our date and time are correct and ideal if the time of our phone or iPad is wrong, it may explain why you don't receive notifications promptly. Mismatch with your Date-Time can cause a number of problems. So let's check it out. Go to the settings of the total date and time and
switch to the set automatically. If it's already on, switch it, wait 20 seconds and turn it back on. Notifications about text messages that don't work on iOS and iPadOS? Check the Message app settings to filter unknown senders and blocked contacts, if you don't receive text messages from people and companies that aren't in the Contacts app, you've probably included settings for filter Unknown Senders. This feature automatically
disables notifications of messages from people and others that are not stored in your contacts. To change this setting, go to the messages and turn off the filter of unknown senders. Take a look at the list of blocked contacts that you may have inadvertently added someone to your blocked list. If you've blocked someone in FaceTime, iMessage, Phone app, or Mail, this block is active in all these applications. Therefore, when you block
your phone number or contact, the messages that are sent or received by that contact will not be delivered. Blocked contacts can still leave voicemail, but you won't get a notification for that voicemail. And when you block the email address from the mail, it goes to the bin To see a list of blocked contacts, go to the messages settings. Under SMS/MMS, tap blocked contacts. Swipe to remove them from the blocked list. You can also find
this blocked contact list in these apps: Phone App. Go to the settings of the phone. As part of the blocking and blocking of contacts, click Blocked Contacts to see the FaceTime list. Go to the Settings of FaceTime. Under calls, click Blocked Contacts Mail App. Go to the settings of the Post. Under the thread, click Blocked Banner notifications update frequently, your new text notifications appear but disappear so quickly that you can
just skip their viewing. Fortunately, there is a way to change text banners from temporary to persistent. Persistent banners require you to take action before they disappear, while temporary banners go off after a short time on the screen. Both types appear at the top of the screen. So if you missed notifications, try changing to persistent banners and see if it matters. Go to the settings of the notifications and just below show how
banners click on the icon for persistent. Confirm your choice by checking that the word Persistent is circled. No text or message notification? Check Don't Disturb (DND) First, check and see if you accidentally (or purposefully) included no bother. Go to the qgt; don't bother and make sure it switches off. Or swipe up the control center and look for the crescent icon. If it's singled out, it's on. Click on it to turn it off. While you're at it, and
check Don't Disturb While Driving for those who use iOS 11 and above, Apple has added a great feature to silence notifications for people while driving. While handy, if DND stays while driving, you won't get any notifications and your screen remains dark- no warnings appear on the screen. So if you're having trouble alerting messages, make sure this option isn't unintentional ON. Go to the settings of the qgt; don't bother to scroll
down to the area marked Don't Disturb while driving. Your options are automatic, when connected to a car Bluetooth, or manually. If installed automatically, DND is active when it detects a movement similar to driving, even if you are a passenger! For this reason, we recommend installing it manually and turning it on and off through the Control Center. To quickly access DND while driving, swipe through the Control Center and find the
car icon. If it's singled out, it's on. Click to turn it off. If you don't see this setup in the Control Center, open the Control Center settings and add them to customized controls. Contact Specific Do Not Disturb If you notice that only specific Don't show or play alerts, then make sure not to bother not on this particular contact. To check, scroll through your messages and look to the left on behalf of each conversation. If you see a crescent
icon next to a contact, you have somehow activated the Do Not Disturb mode for that person/contact. Check if you accidentally turned on Hide Alerts Sometimes the crescent icon doesn't even When DND is activated for a single contact, so it's a good idea to check that contact even if you don't see a crescent moon. Click on the Message stream and then click on the name at the top. Edit contact details by clicking on i and turn off off
Hide alerts (or don't bother.) Also, if you already know which contact texts aren't alert, click on the contact message and click i and switch off hide alerts (or for previous versions of iOS, don't bother.) Look at Bluetooth If you've recently connected to a Bluetooth device, sometimes this connection stays, and iOS sends to it alerts rather than your iPhone. To check, go to the Bluetooth settings and check if any of your Bluetooth devices
are connected and routing the sound. If so, disable or unpair that Bluetooth device. Also, if you're not currently using a Bluetooth device, turn off your devices by swiping up the control center or turn off Bluetooth by disabling the Bluetooth settings of the off. Paired with the Apple Watch? If your iPhone pairs the Apple Watch, the design of your steamy iPhone doesn't chime in when the new text arrives. Instead, Apple routes alerts for the
apple watch, especially when the iPhone is locked. At this point, there is no way to play an audible alert on both your Apple Watch and your iPhone at the same time. This is one or the other, based on the blocked status of your phone. The rule of thumb is that if your phone is unlocked, notifications go to the iPhone. If your phone is locked, notifications go on the clock. If you're having trouble with notifications not routing on the Apple
Watch correctly, better unpaid and then repair the Apple Watch on your iPhone. Is iMessage on your Mac? For some people, allowing their Messages app on their Macs is somehow blocking notifications going to their iPhones! Open the messages on the mac, then go to The Preferences Messages and don't control the box marked Include this account. This does not remove your Apple ID from messages, but rather disables Messages
from being sent or receiving. Check your side or ring/volume (Mute) switch Most of our iDevices come with a side switch that disables the sound. So take a look at your device's ring/tom (iPhone) or side switch (some iPad models) and switch it off. Ring/Silent (iPhone only) switch this button to disable sounds and alerts on your iPhone If your switch shows orange, it's on. For most devices, this means that it is in silent mode and
vibrates for all alerts and incoming calls When in silent mode, the alarms that you set in the Watch app, still sound and calls from Favorite Contacts still call Side Switch (some iPad models) Use to disable and alerts from your iPad or turning the rotation lock on some iPad models on or off, you can install a side switch to turn off the sound or rotate the screen. With these models, go to the settings of the general zgt; use a side switch
and check which feature you have chosen (mute or lock rotation) In certain situations your iDevice still alerts you when you ever (such as alarms and calls from favorites), so even if your iDevice seems to turn off, it's a good idea to check it out. Can't move the switch? Check for debris, fat, lint or dirt inside or outside the switch and clean with a soft microfibre cloth to remove anything. Saved by the bell! The control center offers an easy
way to check that Silent mode is not activated. Swipe up the control center and look for the bell icon. If it is highlighted and shows a line through it, quiet mode ON. Click it to disable, and your notification sounds should come back. Change what's being sent and gets to go to the settings of the zgt; the messages are sent and received. Look under the section: iMessage At Can can contact you. If verified, check your email address. Just
choose your phone number and see if it solves the problem. Turn on ON notifications This is often to turn off notifications inadvertently. So it's best to make sure they're really on. Check out the settings for the notifications of the zgt; the messages of the toggle ON allow notifications. Next, make sure you choose a great sound alert. Go to the settings of the zgt; the sounds of textual tones. And choose the alarm that you like and that you
are sure to hear. For older versions of iOS, visit the settings for the notifications and send a message to the notification center. Restart iDevice and then turn on the Show at the Notification Center back ON. Toggle Messages Notices Off, then go back to notifications and switch off. Then turn off the iDevice and turn it back on. Then turn on the notifications for messages, and this often fixes the problem. No notifications or alerts when
your phone is locked? Don't receive notifications about messages coming in when iPhone or other iDevice is blocked? If you can't see or hear any alerts when you lock your iPhone or iDevice (sleep display mode), turn on Show on Lock Screen. Go to the settings for the notifications and message and make sure the show on the lock screen switches. For sound alerts, and check that the settings of the notifications are zgt; The Sounds
has a type of alert selected and is not displayed ni or vibrate only if that's the setting you want. Check the screen lock settings Allow you to go to the settings of the Face ID/Touch ID - Passcode Enter password to check access Scroll down to allow chicken access locked switch to notification center and switch to everything else you want to appear on the Device Lock Screen Reset Network Settings Sometimes your network needs an
update, which in turn updates your connections to the Apple Message Server. So let's reset the network settings by moving to the settings of the total zgt; reset the network settings. Don't worry; This is DO NOT affect your data, including apps, photos, documents, files, and so on. It destroys any WiFi passwords, so write them down before you reset your network settings. Upgrading DNS servers Another option is to change the DNS
settings from a local provider to a public DNS from Google. Go to the settings of the WIFI's click on the network's name qgt; set up a guide to the DNS DNS Add a server. Then bring 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4 and click Save. When you delete your current DNS servers, write down these numbers so you have them if you need to. For more information on changing DNS servers, see this article. Turn it on! Another option is to change the way the
device is connected if it is available on your iDevice. If you're using WiFi, try turning it off and connecting through cellular data. Or vice versa - Wi-Fi connection instead of cellular data. Changing the way we connect often launches our devices and gets notifications and alerts back into the business! Ask someone to call admittedly, we're not sure why it works, but it often does! Ask someone to call you using the Phone app. When a call
appears on the screen, switch the side switch or turn off the back and forth button a couple of times, landing in the off position (without orange.) Try resetting the settings If none of the tips work for you, let's try to reset all settings iPhone or iDevice. Don't worry; this action does NOT affect your data. But it brings back all your personalized settings by default, which means you need to re-enter things like passwords, Touch ID fingerprints,
WiFi passwords and so on. So, yes, it's very time consuming, but many of our readers report that it works. Go to the settings of the total zgt; reset all the settings when in doubt, reboot! If nothing has worked so far, restart the iDevice by pressing the power button and sliding it. Then turn on as usual. Source: AppleIf it doesn't help, try a forced restart on the iPhone 6S or below, as well as all iPads with home button and iPod Touch 6th
generation and below, Tap Home and Power at the same time until you see the Apple logo for the iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus or iPod Touch 7th Generation: Tap and hold both sides and volume down buttons for at least 10 seconds until you see the Apple logo on the iPad without a home button or iPhone 8 and above: Tap and quickly release the Volume Up button. Then click and quickly release the Volume Down button. Finally, press
and hold the Side/Top button until you see the Apple A forced restart logo - it's a reboot of the device's hardware level. It immediately disables power and interrupts all processes. This means that it clears what is in RAM, which in turn often corrects minor problems. And don't worry, no data loss - all your apps, games, photos, documents and login settings remain as it is! Once you've done a forced reboot, make sure you check
notification settings to make sure everything's set up the way you want it to. Sometimes a forced reboot changes certain settings to the default. So the best insurance is to double or Triple check! We love hearing from our readers and viewers! And many of them discover additional tips and tricks that have helped them overcome these problems. Check out all our great reader tips below. Reading Tips If you're using a Dual SIM iPhone
or iPhone with eSIM and only use eSIM or one SIM card on iPhone with dual SIM, check your mobile phone settings (in the Settings app) and turn off Phone line Make sure you switch to icons in the Notification Settings of the Message app. Go to the settings of the notifications and zgt; messages and switch to sounds and icons to disable alert Aware (for Face ID iPhones and iPads), went into the settings of the Face ID and password
of the zgt; attention-informed features are not updated through WiFi! Instead, update your device with iTunes or the Finder app. Or try backing up and then rebuild your iPhone or iPad with iTunes (Windows and macOS Mojave and below) or finder app for Macs running Catalina macOS. Once I've done this, I have all my notifications again Matt offers to check the individual contact and see what is listed under the text tone. Although
standard notifications can be set on the same parameter, I turned off the audio notifications through contact for some reason. You can make adjustments to the contact itself. Delete the entire stream of messages. Everything else failed. I've been receiving messages from one contact without notification, although I've checked everything else on this list. Then simply deleted the entire stream of messages from this ONE contact through
the main iMessage screen. This was the only thing that worked for a full wipe at the reset plant. I delete the message, but other than delete the message show alerts or hide the alert. I accidentally changed this to a hide alert. By clicking on it, you can change the settings. I haven't seen any moon as mentioned in other comments in hide alerts, but this can solve someone's problem. You won't get the tone of the message if the
conversation is open. Close the conversation so that you see only the blanks and the text tones sound. On the iPad this means that the new message is open, so existing conversations are not visible There's a hide alert feature in messages that appear if you swipe straight at the conversation. I was wondering why the lyrics from my wife didn't have the tone to play! When I switch to HIDE ALERTS, I see a crescent moon appearing
next to a conversation. So switch hide alerts and problem solved! Look for settings called SILENCE under Don't Disturb. You see two options: Always and while the iPhone is locked. Switch to an unverified setting (for me while the iPhone is locked, was checked, so I changed it to Always.) As soon as I switched that option, my audio notifications returned for both messages and emails! It doesn't make sense, but it worked, go figure!
When everything else fails, delete all your conversation messages. I mean everything, so it's completely empty. Then force the device to restart and presto, notifications work! I corrected my problems by going to The Contacts App and editing their text tone to Ding. After saving this, I went back to The Contacts App and changed their text tone back to what I originally wanted. I believe that the reassignment of text tones is fixed It
seems that with iOS 11 that notifications don't sing if you have a show on the lock screen switches. It doesn't make any sense. iOS 10 has previously shown all my as soon as I unlocked my phone. It doesn't seem to matter if I put them on Temporary or Permanent Banner Notifications, in any case, they don't show up if I let them show up on the lock screen. I'd rather they don't show on my lock screen, for privacy's sake! In THE
FIRST, Apple needs to fix this bug as soon as possible! For most of her professional life, Amanda Elizabeth (Liz for Short) trained all kinds of people on how to use the media as a tool to tell their own unique stories. She knows something or two about teaching others and creating how-to guides! Its clients include Edutopia, Scribe Video Center, Third Way Institute, Bracket, Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Big Picture Alliance.
Elizabeth holds a Master of Fine Arts degree in Media Formation from Temple University, where she also taught students as an adjunct lecturer in the Department of Film and Media Arts.
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